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UlM 
High-quality video experience for small meeting rooms 
 
Ul M is a multi-functional smart USB conference camera for medium sized conference 

rooms. Ul M creatively adds an 8-array microphone to the 4K camera, providing users with 

professional audio processing capabilities while delivering stunning 4K images. Ul M has a 

718° wide angle lens and Sx digital zoom, along with a built-in privacy cover design, face 

detection, automatic noise reduction, and other Al technologies that allow users to 

experience a smarter and safer conference experience. 

Product key features 

Ultra HD 4K camera I 118° ultra-wide field of view 

7 /2.8-inch CMOS bringing 4K video conferencing , with wide 718° field of 

views, suitable for small and medium-sized conference rooms, and 

supports Al view function, always giving the most suitable view. 

Professional audio processing technology to make calls clearer 

AEC solves annoying conference echoes and brings excellent dual 

speaking experience; ANS solves conference room noise problems while 

maintaining clear and real voice quality; AGC ensures smoother and more 

natural video conference sound effects. 

Built-in lens privacy cover for a secure meeting experience 

There is a built-in privacy cover, so there is no need to worry about losing 

it; gently rotate the metal ring , the inner privacy cover is smoothly. 

Reserved expansion port for powerful expansion function 

Support lineout and audio source back to pick up. Use with Sl expansion 

speakers, more hardware echo cancellation effect, while experiencing 

the power of a fully functional cable connection. 

• 1 /2.8 inch CMOS

• 718° / 90° lens

• 8 Array Digital Microphone

• Built-in privacy cover

• Support External Speakers



U1M Description 
The U1M body and bracket are made of aluminum alloy, and the MIC box is sprayed 
with metallic paint. The center-of-gravity backward bracket design allows the U1M to be 
securely fixed to the top of the machine without worrying about dropping it. The entire 
structure of the machine is carefully designed, without an exposed screw and connection 
line. 

Laser logo location 

Decorative: Laser text 

Bracket: Die-cast aluminum, black 

Silicone, black color 

Port identification: Laser 

Tripod mounting hole: 3/4 inch Button: Silicone, black color 

Body: Aluminum alloy, gray anodized 

Aluminum alloy, Black anodized 

Box: PC+ABS, gray metallic painting 




